This study proposes a new efficient methodology to estimate an engagement between cutter of endmill and machined workpiece surface in continuous multi axis controlled machining process. In order to shorten calculation time for the engagement domain and realize real-time prediction of instantaneous cutting force, a new concept adapting ultra-parallel processing technology is proposed. In the proposed concept, the engagement domain is divided into a large number of estimation point. Then, inclusion estimation process between the estimation point and the machined workpiece volume is decomposed into simple estimation processes about tool swept volume. The developed prototype system shows good performance for complicate NC programs generated by commercial CAM system.
Introduction
Today, accurate prediction of instantaneous cutting force loaded on cutting tool in each rotation angle is regarded as important technology to realize an efficient machining process known as high performance cutting (HPC). The cutting force usually affects stability of machining process, and it often causes serious failure : chattering vibration, tool wear, tool deformation, machining error and so on. Hence, in former studies, various prediction methods have been proposed.
These methods are usually consisted of two different type of estimation models. One is a physical model for the loaded cutting force, which is designed to predict local force exerted on each finite part of cutting edge. Then, the instantaneous cutting force exerted on the whole cutting tool is predicted from sum total of the local force on the finite part. The another model is an geometrical estimation for cutter-workpiece engagement domain and cutting depth for each part on the engagement domain.
The prediction model of the local force on the finite part of cutting edge is usually designed to predict cutting force based on several kinds of process information, velocity of cutting edge, width of finite flute and undeformed chip thickness and so on. Furthermore, estimation process of the undeformed chip thickness for each finite part and tool rotation angle requires accurate information about feed rate of cutting tool and shape of the cutter-workpiece engagement domain.
The cutter-workpiece engagement domain is determined by relationship among local shape of workpiece around cutting tool, tool position and tool posture. Usually, the workpiece shape in machining process is changed by each motion of cutting tool. Then, when products are designed with complicated free-form surface and to be machined by ball or bull-nose endmill with multi-axis controlled machining process, the workpiece surface is covered by complicated curved shape consisted of large number of cusps generated by large number of tool moving steps. Hence, it is difficult to estimate accurate shape of cutter workpiece engagement domain from only simple cutting conditions : feed rate, pick feed, axial depth of cut, and so on.
Therefore, in conventional studies, geometric simulation methods for the workpiece shape in machining process are introduced in order to estimate the engagement domain. The geometric simulation are achieved by either solid model kernels developed as CAD software system or discrete geometric models proposed for machining simulation. The discrete geometric models are designed to divide workpiece shape into finite units with regular interval method as well known as Z-map [1] , Voxel [2] , G-Buffer [3] .
However, these conventional geometric simulation methods have usually some serious problems to apply into the instantaneous cutting force estimation for realistic multi-axis controlled machining process. Because the solid CAD kernel usually require logical operation to machined workpiece volume for each movement of cutting tool, then the logical operation takes much calculation time and the multi axis controlled machining process is often composed by vast amount tool moving steps. In contrary, the discrete geometric simulation models require computer memory capacity in proportion to both resolution of description and scale of workpiece. Therefore, it is difficult to realize accurate estimation of the engagement domain at an arbitrary point in a large number of cutter locations.
In order to solve these problems, a new concept of geometric estimation for machined workpiece shape with shorten calculation time and realize real-time prediction of the instantaneous cutting force for machining process planned by commercial CAM software is proposed. In the proposed concept, the engagement domain is divided into a large number of estimation point on trajectory of each finite flute on the cutting edge. Then, inclusion relation between the estimation point and the machined workpiece volume is decomposed into several simple inclusion estimation processes among the estimation point, tool swept volumes and initial volume of workpiece. Furthermore, a new algorithm of geometric calculation to adapt these inclusion estimations to ultra-parallel processing device is proposed. The developed algorithm is designed to consider both features and restrictions in common ultraparallel processing device, which is known as graphic processing unit (GPU).
In the following sections, this paper explains the details of the decomposition concept of the inclusion estimation and implicit estimation of the machined workpiece shape with logical operations. Then, the proposed algorithms to adopt geometric calculation into GPU architecture of ultra-parallel processing and verified results by developed prototype system are explained. 
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To reduce calculation time for geometric estimation of machined workpiece shape, in the proposed algorithm, the engagement domain between the trajectory of the cutting edge and the machined workpiece surface is assumed as a set of finite areas which are divided with small regular interval, as shown in Fig. 2 . In this assumption, the cutting edge is regard as a set of several hundred finite flutes. Moreover, estimation points are arranged on circumference of each finite flute. By applying the proposed decomposition method, shape estimation process of the engagement domain can be replaced approximately by a large number of inclusion estimations between the estimation point and the machined workpiece volume. Because explicit information of volume boundary is not essential information in calculation process of the inclusion estimation, the proposed method can avoid the repetition of the geometric simulation process for each cutting tool movement.
Introduction of inclusion estimation based on implicit representation of the machined workpiece surface with an idea of tool swept volume
In determination process whether the volume includes the point, explicit information about the shape of the volume is not necessary. It means that inclusion of the estimation point on the engagement domain can be estimated without the geometric simulation for the explicit shape of the machined workpiece as the conventional studies. In this study, to estimate the inclusion between the estimation point and the machined workpiece volume, a new method which have been proposed by the authors in the former studies [4] [5] , is introduced. The introduced method is based on the idea of the tool swept volume (TSV) [6] . By applying the new method, the inclusion estimation can be performed by logical product conjunctions about results of the inclusion estimation between each TSV and the estimation point on the trajectory of the finite flute. Figure 3 illustrates the idea of the inclusion estimation for the machined workpiece volume based on the definition of TSV. A volume has occupied by cutting tool within ith step from start point to end point is defined as TSV i . Therefore, the volume of the machined workpiece at the moment when ith tool moving step is finished is defined as MWV i . Furthermore, volume of initial workpiece is defined as IWV. By applying these variables, MWV i can described as the following equation with only IWV and TSVs.
(1) Equation 2 and 3 show a boolean function Ie of the inclusion estimation between a discrete point P and volume V. In case that P locates outside of V, value of the function Ie(P,V) is False or 0. In the contrast, P locates inside or border of V, value of the function Ie(P,V) is True or 1.
From the definition of the function Ie, result of the inclusion estimation between a single point and a volume intersected with the another volume can be obtained by the following equations.
By applying these relations to equation (1), the inclusion estimation for the machine workpiece at the moment of ith tool moving step can be realized with equation (6), (6) The equation (6) means that result of the inclusion estimation about the machined workpiece volume can be estimated from only results of the inclusion estimation about the initial workpiece volume and tool swept volumes. 
By applying the decomposition of the engagement domain and the inclusion estimation based on tool swept volumes, repetition of the geometric simulation for the explicit shape of the machined workpiece can be avoid, and drastic reduction of computer memory required to describe detailed shape of the machined workpiece is expected. Because total number of tool moving steps in the fabrication process of complicated shape usually increases, a fast calculation algorithm and method for the inclusion estimation are strongly required in order to finish the instantaneous cutting force simulation within a realistic calculation time. Hence, in the flowing sections, the new geometric calculation algorithm and method to realize fast inclusion estimation Ie(P, TSV i ) by using ultra-parallel processing technology with GPU. The proposed algorithm and method are designed to adopt continuous 5 axis controlled machining process with tool center point (TCP) control type 3. TCP type 3 is an algorithm of continuous multi-axis machining to interpolate tool posture between two cutter locations. It is adopted in the recent FANUC controllers. In that algorithm, the tool posture in the middle of the tool moving step is determined by numerical interpolation between normalized vectors at the nearest cutter locations. Figure 4 illustrates definition of the TSV in continuous 5-axis controlled machining process. In the continuous controlled machining, tool posture T of center axis in the cutting tool is gradually changed according to the position of tool position t as described in equation (7) and (8), and the tool swept volume has distorted shape in direction of the center axis. (7) (8) Therefore, in previous studies based on the idea of tool swept volume [7] , the shape of the tool swept volume is modeled by sweep functions in commercial solid kernel. This modeling process usually requires large computer memory and recursive algorithm. So, it is difficult to implement these geometric functions in the conventional solid kernel directly into GPU hardware. 
Effective method for the inclusion estimation about the tool swept volume in continuous 5-axis controlled machining
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Successive approximation method of the inclusion estimation for the tool swept volume adapting to GPU architecture
As mentioned previously, the conventional solid kernel is too complex to be executed with GPU hardware. So, in this study, a new approximate method of the inclusion estimation is proposed. Figure 5 shows outline of the proposed method. In the proposed method, the inclusion estimation is realized by comparison of tool radius r of end-mill with distance d. As illustrated, tool radius r can be calculated by the definition of the end-mill shape and relative height h of cutting edge from tip of end-mill. When distance t is within the range form In the continuous 5-axis controlled machining, d, r, h, t and T are usually influenced each other. And, it is difficult to obtain directly the relation of these variables. Therefore, in the proposed method, successive approximation is introduced and the calculation process is repeated until the location of the cutting point is estimated.
In the proposed algorithm, the tool posture T is initially assumed. In the following section, T at the jth repetition of the successive approximation is described as T j . And, at the first cycle, T 0 is assumed as t=0.5l when cutting tool locates at the center of the ith path.
At the second step, it is assumed that tool posture in machining process of ith tool moving step is not changed, then h j , r j , d j and t j are estimated. In this step, a parallelogram is defined from T j , and a intersection point I is calculated. In this relation, the segment IP is required to satisfy the following conditions:
• I locates inside of the parallelogram.
• IP and the vector of tool posture T perpendicularly intersect each other • IP and the vector of tool feed direction F perpendicularly intersect each other At the third step, tool posture T j+1 is calculated from the estimated tool position t j with equation (7) and (8). Then, these steps are repeated. When d i is smaller than r i , and difference between t j and t j-1 is smaller than threshold s, it is concluded that the estimation point P locates inside of TSV i . Otherwise, if d i is larger than r i or h j locates where cutting edge does not exist, it is clear that P located outside of TSV i . 
Ultra-parallel processing of the inclusion estimation on GPU hardware
As mentioned above, the proposed successive approximation method repeats the calculation steps many times. In the decomposition of the engagement domain, the estimation points are arranged in each rotation angle and each finite flute. Therefore, in order to realize fast estimation system of the engagement domain, an effective implementation method is essential.
In this study, a large number of the inclusion estimations are assigned to GPU processing core, as illustrated in Fig.6 . Because GPU usually has several hundred processing cores inside, they can execute the inclusion estimation for each rotation angle of endmill at the same time.
Verification of the proposed estimation method with developed prototype system
A prototype estimation system is developed in order to verify validity of the proposed method and algorithm. In the developed system, Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), which is a parallel computation library released by NVIDIA corporation, is applied in order to customize the function on the GPU. Then, simulation model of the instantaneous cutting force based on the conventional constants is implemented.
In verification, it is assumed that two different type of machining process. One is rough machining process with bull-nose endmill, as illustrated in Fig.7 . The another is finish machining process with tapered-ball endmill in Fig.8 . The tool path of the rough machining process consists of 1095 cutting points and initial shape of workpiece is approximated with 3,588 polygons within 0.1mm tolerance. In the other hand, tool path of the finish machining process consists of 886 cutting points and initial shape of workpiece is approximated with 38,090 polygons within 0.3mm tolerance. These approximated shape of workpiece is generated by commercial simulation software system before the verifications. The 250 finite flutes are assumed on the cutting edge. Furthermore, the 250 estimation points are arranged on circumference of each finite flute, and the engagement domain is described as a set of results on 62,500 points. The other conditions of the cutting tools and machining process are set as listed in tables.
Verification testing is conducted on Windows PC with Intel Core i7 2.6GHz CPU, 12GB main memory and NVIDIA GeForceGTX580 772Mhz GPU with 1536MB onboard memory. Figure 10 shows output images of the developed prototype system. In the images, distribution of the engagement area is displayed by colored bitmap image. By referring the engagement images, instantaneous cutting force can be estimated with small interval of tool movement. Fig. 11 shows relation between the average calculation time to obtain the engagement image and number of the approximated shape of initial workpiece polygons. From the results, average computation time is not depend on the total number of tool moving steps but the number of approximate polygons. These results shows that the estimation process between the estimation point and the initial workpiece volume occupies the majority of the computing time in the prototype developed system. As a result, it is clear that the estimation process about the tool swept volumes can be executed within a several dozen milliseconds with the proposed method.
Conclusions
This study proposed a new efficient method and algorithm for geometric calculation to estimate the engagement domain between the end-mill and the machined workpiece. The developed algorithm is designed to consider both features and restrictions in common ultra-parallel processing device (GPU). Therefore, it is shown that the proposed methodology allows to reduce calculation time of the engagement estimation for the continuous multi axis controlled machining at any arbitrary tool position in the NC program. The proposed method is verified on both rough machining process and finish machining process of an impeller shape. The developed prototype system can effectively estimate the engagement domain within a several ten milliseconds. 
